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											Switch & Save Money on Your Boiler Cover						Switch & Save Money on Your Boiler Cover					


											
							Comprehensive boiler & home emergency breakdown cover with unlimited repairs and regular maintenance. Plus, upgrade to sustainable home energy solutions when you’re ready.


							Comprehensive boiler & home cover with unlimited repairs and regular maintenance.


						

					
											See plans See how we compare
														

				
										
						
															


Trustpilot							
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						Prices from £12.95p/m					

									

	






	






	
		


				
			A Partner You Can Trust
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			We Do More For You
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													Beat or Match Price Promise

						
													
								We promise to beat or match any quote.
Call 0330 912 4843 to see if we can help you save money.
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													Serious About Service

						
													
								Thousands of customers have rated us and our UK-based care team “Excellent” on Trustpilot. We pride ourselves on offering every Hometree customer a first-class customer service experience.
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													Our "No Price Hike Promise"

						
													
								We promise to never unfairly hike your prices at renewal. If you have no claims, your renewal price won’t rise above inflation.

							

											

				

					

	
			See more
	
			
			T&Cs apply

		

	




	






	
		
	

				Complete Cover You Can Trust

	
				We’re so confident that we cover everything you’ll need, that if you claim for something we’ve missed, we’ll give you a £50 gift card when you claim.
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	See plans
		Information in this table is based on a comparison of Hometree and British Gas. Comparable plans include Hometree’s Your Home insurance plan and British Gas’ Complete HomeCare plan. Correct as of 9 October 2023. See this page for more details



	
	





				See How We Compare

	
				We always strive to deliver the best products,  service and experiences for all our customers. Our customers have rated us “Excellent” on Trustpilot.
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	See plans
		Information in this table is based on a comparison of Hometree, British Gas, HomeServe, and 247 Home Rescue. Correct as of 11th January 2024. See this page for more details



	
	





	






	
		



	
		
							And There’s More

										
					Get covered today from just £12.95 per month

				

										See plans
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																			Any Gas Boiler, Any Time

									
																			
											We cover all makes and models of gas boilers. Plus, if it’s under seven years old we’ll offer a free replacement if it can’t be fixed.
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																			24/7 Claims Support

									
																			
											Access round-the-clock support for claims. Save time by claiming online or giving us a call.
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																			Flexible Plans & Prices

									
																			
											Choose the level of cover and find a plan to match your needs and budget.
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																			Unlimited Call-outs

									
																			
											Enjoy year-round support with unlimited claims. We’re here whenever you need help.
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																			Annual Boiler Service

									
																			
											Maintain and protect your boiler and reduce the likelihood of disruptive outages and costly repairs.
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																			Parts & Labour Always Included

									
																			
											What you see is what you get. Transparent pricing with no sneaky fees on all our core plans.
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																			No Hidden Costs

									
																			
											Our prices are the same for all new customers. What you see is what you get.
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																			Nationwide Coverage

									
																			
											We offer comprehensive protection to homes across mainland England, Scotland and Wales.

										

																	

							

						

									

					

	


	See plans






	






	
		
	
	


	
		
			Serious About Service


							
					We’ll maintain and fix your existing boiler and install a new one if yours is beyond repair. We can even organise boiler finance that works for you.
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																	Home & Boiler Cover

								
																	
										Whether it’s an unexpected home emergency or regular servicing and maintenance, our comprehensive cover plans for homeowners and landlords keep your home energy hardware in working order.

									

								
																	See plans
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																	Boiler Installation & Financing

								
																	
										If your boiler’s reached the end of its life, get 15% off a new energy-efficient heating system. Plus, our spread-the-cost options make it easier to manage the cost with easy leasing or 0% finance.

									

								
																	See more
																													

						

					
											

							

		


	






	






	
		

	
		


		
		


	



	
		Customer Reviews
	





					
		
			Amazing, Hometree continue to excel with their service, first in class why go anywhere else? Boiler fault reported on Tuesday evening, repaired by Thursday morning ‘outstanding’

		


		
						
			Kieron M,
			Hometree customer 

		
	















	



	
		Customer Reviews
	


	
		




					
		
			Their heating engineers are highly professional, extremely efficient and know what they’re doing. It’s easy to book a repair and service online, no hanging around on the phone waiting for someone to pick up.

		


		
						
			Ann-Marie B,
			Hometree customer 

		
	















	



	
		Customer Reviews
	


	
		




					
		
			Very comprehensive cover

The electrical cover includes more things than that of their competitors. Yes it’s slightly more expensive as a result, but miles cheaper than getting out an electrician each time something electrical needs sorting out. Easy application process.

		


		
						
			Judy E,
			Hometree customer 

		
	













	

			
			

			

			

		







	






	






	
		



	
		Discover Our Cover Plans


					
				Forget bad service, leave it in the past. Get covered for boiler emergencies and annual maintenance by switching to a home cover and energy service provider that tries harder.

			

		
					See plans
			







	






	
		



	Don't Just Take Our Word For It.


			



	





	






	
		

	
		
			Have More Questions?

		

		
			From ‘How to make a claim?’ to ‘What is an annual service visit?’ –  Find answers, solutions, money-saving tips and more by checking out the FAQs in our Help Centre.



							See FAQs
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				Hometree is a trading name of Hometree Marketplace Limited and Hometree Services Limited which are registered at Hamilton House, 4 Mabledon Place, King’s Cross, London, WC1H 9BB. Hometree Marketplace Limited has Company Number: 09808066 and VAT Number: 228718977 and is a GasSafe registered company. Hometree Marketplace Ltd (FRN 743711) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for the provision of credit broking for its boiler installations. Hometree Services Limited has Company Number: 12535561 and VAT Number: 364324895. Hometree Services Limited (FRN 935444) is an Appointed Representative of Xact Risk Solutions Ltd (FRN 590914) who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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															We Beat or Match Any Quote

							
															
									Call 0330 912 4843 and we’ll beat or match any quote.
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															Serious About Service

							
															
									24/7 claims support & rated Excellent on Trustpilot
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															Cover Match Guarantee

							
															
									Get a £50 gift card if you find something we don’t cover
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															All Gas Boilers Covered

							
															
									All makes and models, regardless of age

								

													

					

				

					

	






We use cookies to provide you with a better service. Carry on browsing if you're happy with this, or find out how to manage cookies.
Cookie settingsAccept & continue



Manage consent

  
    
      
      
      Close
      
        

    
        
                            
                    
                        Privacy Overview
                        
                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.

                        

                                            

                

                        

                
                                    
                        
                            
                                Necessary                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                     Necessary 
                                

                                
                                    Always Enabled                                
                                                    

                        
                            
                            Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__cfruid	session	Cloudflare sets this cookie to identify trusted web traffic.
	AWSALBCORS	7 days	This cookie is managed by Amazon Web Services and is used for load balancing.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	Records the default button state of the corresponding category & the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	PHPSESSID	session	This cookie is native to PHP applications. The cookie is used to store and identify a users' unique session ID for the purpose of managing user session on the website. The cookie is a session cookies and is deleted when all the browser windows are closed.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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                            Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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                            Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_uetsid	1 day	Bing Ads sets this cookie to engage with a user that has previously visited the website.
	_uetvid	1 year 24 days	Bing Ads sets this cookie to engage with a user that has previously visited the website.
	AWSALB	7 days	AWSALB is an application load balancer cookie set by Amazon Web Services to map the session to the target.
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                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_ga_X89BZ20HEM	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
	_gat_UA-77274851-4	1 minute	A variation of the _gat cookie set by Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to allow website owners to track visitor behaviour and measure site performance. The pattern element in the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Provided by Google Tag Manager to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress	30 minutes	Hotjar sets this cookie to detect the first pageview session of a user. This is a True/False flag set by the cookie.
	_hjFirstSeen	30 minutes	Hotjar sets this cookie to identify a new user’s first session. It stores a true/false value, indicating whether it was the first time Hotjar saw this user.
	_hjIncludedInPageviewSample	2 minutes	Hotjar sets this cookie to know whether a user is included in the data sampling defined by the site's pageview limit.
	_hjIncludedInSessionSample	2 minutes	Hotjar sets this cookie to know whether a user is included in the data sampling defined by the site's daily session limit.
	_hjTLDTest	session	To determine the most generic cookie path that has to be used instead of the page hostname, Hotjar sets the _hjTLDTest cookie to store different URL substring alternatives until it fails.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.
	MR	7 days	This cookie, set by Bing, is used to collect user information for analytics purposes.
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                            Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__qca	1 year 26 days	The __qca  cookie is associated with Quantcast. This anonymous data helps us to better understand users' needs and customize the website accordingly.
	_fbp	3 months	This cookie is set by Facebook to display advertisements when either on Facebook or on a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising, after visiting the website.
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Google DoubleClick IDE cookies are used to store information about how the user uses the website to present them with relevant ads and according to the user profile.
	mc	1 year 1 month	Quantserve sets the mc cookie to anonymously track user behaviour on the website.
	MUID	1 year 24 days	Bing sets this cookie to recognize unique web browsers visiting Microsoft sites. This cookie is used for advertising, site analytics, and other operations.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	The test_cookie is set by doubleclick.net and is used to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
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                            Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_dlt	1 day	No description
	_hjSession_549866	30 minutes	No description
	_hjSessionUser_549866	1 year	No description
	hometree_landing	session	No description
	hometree_qs	session	No description
	hometree_referer	session	No description
	outbrain_cid_fetch	5 minutes	No description available.
	wisepops	2 years	No description available.
	wisepops_activity_session	session	No description
	wisepops_session	session	No description available.
	wisepops_visits	2 years	No description available.
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